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Abstract. The paper reviews the additive technologies application for the ceramic products manufacturing.
Advantages and drawbacks of current approaches are mentioned; it is shows that the porosity of the final
ceramic product is one of the main problems preventing the wide use of such ceramics at extreme exploitation
conditions: high temperature and chemically aggressive gas ambience. A possible pathway to solve this
problem is suggested: it is shown that chemical impregnation could provide significant porosity decrease
coupled with mechanical properties increase.

1. INTRODUCTION

short laser impulses coupled with an extra-high energy
of the beam. In doing so, the prototyping rate can be
Nowadays, additive technologies (AT) are widely used
increased. Comparing to metals, ceramics possesses a
to produce polymer units; modern equipment and wellnumber of significant advantages at high temperatures
known approaches provide cost-effective results. AT
and in aggressive chemical ambience due to its chemiapplication to metal units manufacturing [1,2] needs procal and temperature resistivity. The flip side of these
duction facilities with much higher cost; specific requirebenefits is much higher melting temperature of such a
ments are also stated for metal powders as a raw mateceramics; to obtain it, one should significantly increase
rial for such technology. As a result, modern application
the laser power. In addition, specific requirements of
of AT for the metal units production is rather limited,
heating and cooling during the ceramics manufacturing
usually, it is restricted by industries producing high(usually, the high quality of the material is incompatible
tech and high cost products: air/space, naval, etc. As
with fast heating/cooling) make the task quite more comfor AT applications for ceramic units production (in this
plicated: following conventional approaches, it is desirreview we’ll generally focus on some modifications of
able to use a variable power of laser impact or some
Selective Laser Melting technique in its different vermulti-laser system with one laser for material pre-heatsions), these approaches are still at R@D step due to
ing and another one for melting. In addition, the above
some principal problems originating from the nature of
requirements makes preferable the use of partially
the material. Generally, these problems can be summadefocused laser beam providing the larger surface of
rized as follows.
the powder material involved in the synthesis. So, more
(i) High energy required to produce ceramics via
complicated laser system consisting of more powerful
conventional synthesis pathways resulting in specific
lasers should be used here.
requirements to laser equipment. Indeed, current ten(ii) Relatively low density of raw materials. The dendencies in metal units production are the use of ultrasity of ceramics is usually 2-3 times lower than that typiCorresponding author: V.G. Konakov, e-mail: glasscer@yandex.ru
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cal for metals. So, the conventional approaches widely
used for metal powders as raw materials for metal units
production are rather questionable for ceramic powders.
Just a few examples of such problems are discussed
below. Generally, the use of powders containing spherical particles with the mean diameter being less that 8-10
m provides excellent results in AT application for metal
units production. However, the particles spherical shape,
being evident preferable and quite achievable result for
single metal and alloy powders, can be hardly achieved
for ceramic powders used in AT. Some emphasis could
result in more uniform mean particle size distribution
and lower linear dimensions of the ceramic powder particles, but the spherical shape of the particle is, generally, not available due to milling step that is widely used
in raw materials pretreatment. As for the particle size,
operations with metal powders with 5 m  particles are
currently widespread. In turn, some ceramic particles of
similar dimensions could be easily moved on the working surface due to typical additive technology operations: surface leveling, inert gas pumping, and, even,
under the impact of the laser beam. In turn, such powder
particles displacement negatively affects the production process resulting in working surface deviations and,
sometimes, dust pollutions in the atmosphere of the
working chamber. So, the minimal linear size of ceramic
powder particles should be at least two-three times
higher. The same difference in the material density results in the fact that the use of roller (preferably, nonmetal one) is quite more effective for surface leveling
and compacting here instead of the blade typically used
in the case of metal powders. Thus, the difference in
materials nature here also causes the technology
changes.
(iii) The production of final units with the exact dimensions within the accuracy limits necessary for technological application is very difficult due to significant
shrinkage typical for most ceramics manufacturing approaches. Generally, conventional ceramics production
process includes the “green detail” step at which the
desirable shape and size of the ceramic product are
formed. The further step is a high-temperature treatment
that converts the “green detail” into the final ceramics;
typically, this process is accompanied by a significant
shrinkage reaching percents of linear dimension
changes. As an example, zirconia-based ceramics can
be mentioned: the shrinkage at the conversion to final
ceramics step can exceed 10-12% here. Regretfully, this
shrinkage can not be adequately computed till now; the
attempts to manufacture a “green detail” with the shape
providing the required geometry of the final ceramic product are successful for simple units shape only. At that,
final laborious and expensive diamond cutting is usually necessary. The basic advantage of additive tech-
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nologies is the possibility to manufacture units with
complex internal geometry (e.g., heat exchangers for
ceramic microturbines characterized by the developed
network of internal spiral channels); surely the problem
of exact final product geometry is a key one here since
no final mechanical treatment is possible for internal
surfaces.
(iv) High porosity of the final ceramics preventing
its usage under high temperature/chemically aggressive
ambience conditions where the preferences of ceramics
over all other materials are evident. Generally, ceramics
is a porous material, even in case of vacuum tight ceramics, its density is ~ 97% of the theoretical one. The
porosity providing 85-90% of the theoretical density is
considered as a good result for ceramics manufactured
within the conventional approaches. In case of additive
technologies application, this problem evidently manifests itself since the approach is based on surface binding (partial melting that involves a selected number of
surface layers) instead of the whole bulk melting. On
the other hand, the engineering requirements stated for
the final ceramic products intend the minimal porosity
level.
Thus, summarizing the specific requirements for AT
process of ceramic units manufacturing, one can conclude that they originate from the nature of the material;
hence, technical decision successfully used in metal
units production can not be used here. A number of
approaches for AT ceramic units production is now developed, let us briefly describe them.
The very first one suggested was based on the principle similar to polymer units production and implied
the use of some liquid-phase raw material hardened under laser impact, in case of ceramics such a raw material
was a slurry. This approach was developed in
LaserApplicationCenter (LAC) of Technische
Universität Clausthal, one can found some results of its
application in, e.g., [3,4]. In some sense, this approach
can be considered as being an analogue of the traditional pottery. The general idea here is the evaporation
of a liquid fraction from the slurry under the laser heating coupled with some material baking; the result is the
formation of a solid ceramic unit. This approach possesses a number of obvious advantages: its technique
is comparatively simple, laser power required here is
fairly low, while the sintering rate is rather high. In addition, raw materials are very cheap. So, the above discussed problems dealing with the requirements to laser
system and raw material density are solved here. Regretfully, the slurry-based approach results in a great
shrinkage at the step of the “green detail” conversion
into the final ceramic product: the deviation of the linear
dimensions here usually exceeds 10%. Obviously, the
optimization of the slurry composition will result in the
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decrease in such a deviation down to 5-7%; however,
this value is still fairly high. Another drawback of the
approach is a significant porosity of the final ceramics;
as a result, the mechanical strength of the manufactured
ceramics is usually rather low. So, the discussed technology can be considered as a cheap and fast possibility to produce simple shape ceramic units that will be
exploited at low temperatures and mechanical impacts.
The idea of the second approach is to use some
organic-inorganic binder to fasten the layers of the raw
material particles; see “3DSystems” patent [5], the review by Thierry Chartier et al. [6], and some references
therein [7-9]. Ceramic powder with the required particle
size distribution is used as a raw material here; each
particle is covered by an ultrathin layer of some organicinorganic (e.g. resin-silica binder) compound acting as
some glue. Under the proper impact (in our case, at laser
beam irradiation), this glue hardens and connects these
particles. This approach possesses a number of advantages. First, the basic task of the laser system here is the
binding irradiation; hence, rather simple laser systems
with a reasonable laser power can be used. Second, the
use of organic-containing binder partially solves the
problems with a raw powder density; it should be noted
that it also makes possible some decrease in the powder
particle size. In addition, a wide variety of the ceramic
powders can be used as raw materials. However, the
most important result here is the possibility to avoid
shrinkage; indeed, no phase transformation (partial melting of a number of surface layers) takes place, so, the
geometry deviations are limited by negligible changes
in the thin binding layer thickness dimensions. On the
other hand, the presence of organics in the final product restricts the temperature range of the final product
exploitation as well as the chemical resistivity of the
product. This problem is usually solved by high temperature exposure resulting in almost complete burning
of the organic phase and chemical interactions of the
binder’s inorganic phase with the initial ceramics matrix.
However, the general problem here is the binding layer
thickness: the use of ultrathin binding layers gives rise
to low mechanical properties of the material, while the
roughening of these binding layers results in significant changes in the unit geometry due to shrinkage/
oxidation processes during the binder melting, the porosity of the final product also increases. Summarizing
the above consideration, one can conclude the discussed approach as being very perspective, however,
the porosity of the final product is still a problem here.
The direct laser melting was tested by W. Meinors
and Y.-C. Hagedorn in Fraunhofer Institute for Laser
Technology, see e.g. [10,11]. This approach is based on
the increase in the laser heating power leading to partial
melting of the surface of ceramic powder particle during

the process. Generally, this technique can provide the
necessary strength and heat resistance of the ceramic
units produced; but it also faces some principle problems. Let us mention a number of them. First, the complex laser system with high power lasers is necessary
here. At that, the specific features of the selective layer
melting do not provide proper heating/cooling conditions that can eliminate thermal stress defects appearing during the melting process; these stresses are necessarily inherited by the bulk of the synthesized unit. It
turn, this fact gives rise to inevitable cracking in the unit
bulk leading to its partial or even complete destruction.
Second, particle dimensions are drastically changed
during the surface melting; as a result, the significant
shrinkage takes place making impossible the production of the ceramic units with exact required geometry.
On the other hand, the use of partial particles melting
provides low porosity of the final products. So, the discussed seems to be rather effective in terms of porosity;
however, some serious problems prevent its wide application at the moment.
An alternative approach was suggested by V. G.
Konakov and A.V. Soudarev, see, e.g. [12,13]. A general
idea of this pathway can be described as follows: metalceramic composition based on Al-SiC-B-BN (In,Ga) system is used as a raw material (see [14] for more detail).
This metal-ceramic powder is mechanically activated;
laser impact applied during AT process gives rise to the
onset of alumothermal reactions. In doing so, a “green”
metal-ceramic unit is produced, it possesses mechanical properties enough for further mechanical pre-treatment (usual metalworking machines with carbide-tipped
tools can be used here). At the next step, “green” metal
ceramics is converted into final ceramics through high
temperature oxidation/nitridization. The principle feature
of this step is the maintaining of the unit geometry within
+0.3% limit, i.e. no shrinkage occurs during metal ceramics to final ceramics conversion, see [15-17] for more
detail. The discussed approach provides an opportunity to solve most of the above mentioned problems
typical for AT processes of ceramics production: laserinduced reactions overcome the limitations dealing with
laser equipment; technical problems with raw materials
density are solved by metal-ceramics usage; non-shrinkable metal-ceramics to ceramics conversion provides
proper final unit geometry. However, the porosity problem was not still resolved within the use of this method.
This statement can be illustrated by the X-ray tomography [18] data, it was used to investigate the final ceramics porosity in [19], rather high porosity level of ~ 30
vol.% was shown.
Thus, summarizing the application of AT technologies to the ceramic units production, we can state that
the porosity of the final product is one of the basic
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Fig. 1. (a) Photos of the parts of ceramic microturbine manufactured by AT, typical linear dimensions of the units are
3-5 cm; (b) SEM data on ceramics microstructure. Reprinted with permission from J. Timonen, M. Myllys, V. G.
Konakov, A. V. Soudarev and I. Yu. Archakov, Structure of a ceramic material developed by laser prototyping
techniques, Reviews on Advanced Materials Science vol 29 (2011) pp 175-179.

problems for all technique modifications; so, there is a
real need in the approaches bridging this gap. One of
such approaches will be considered below.

2. CHEMICAL IMPREGNATION AS A
PERSPECTIVE APPROACH TO
DECREASE THE POROSITY OF THE
CERAMIC UNITS MANFACTURED
BY ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY
The approach based on the chemical impregnation technique was developed to decrease the material porosity.
It has been shown that it provides a possibility to minimize material porosity and to increase the mechanical
properties of the AT produced ceramic units in a wide
temperature range from room temperature (RT) up to
working temperature of ceramic microturbines [20] 1100 °C.

2.1. Details of Ceramic Units
Manufacturing, Impregnation
Procedure, and Measurement
Technique
As it was mentioned in Introduction section, Selective
Laser Melting (SLM) was used to produce metal-ceram-

ics (“green-detail”) from the raw metal-ceramic powder
composition based on Al-SiC-B-BN (In,Ga) system, the
details of the approach could be found in [12-17]. In this
work, we’ve tested the ceramic units produced using
Phenix PM-100 device modified for metal-ceramic raw
materials; some revisions in powder aligning/compacting and surface leveling unit were introduced in the device, the most important revision was the change of
metal blade to ceramic roller.
The procedure of chemical impregnation was as follows: porous material was impregnated by
tetraethoxysilane and subjected to alkaline hydrolysis
by 1M ammonia aqueous solution for 10 hours. As a
result, SiO2 gel was formed in the ceramic unit pores. At
the next step, the ceramics was dried at room temperature for 12 hours. It should be noted that the resulting
silica gel structure is generally sponge-like. Following
[21-23], alkaline hydrolysis was chosen since the duration of the process (see data on equilibrium constants
in Refs. [21-23]) here was rather long; in turn, this resulted in the complete pores filling.
The dried ceramics was treated by the mixture of 1M
Al(NO3)3/1M Mg(NO3)2 aqueous solutions for 20 hours
(obviously, the process duration depends on the thickness of ceramic unit, the time mentioned was used to
provide impregnation of ceramic microturbine parts with
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Fig. 2. Material porosity characterization according to X-ray tomography data (Xradia MicroCT-400 , Emax = 40 keV):
upper line – “side-to-side” scanning, bottom line “top – down” scanning; the scale bar is 500 m.

typical linear dimensions of 3-5 cm). Al/Mg-impregnated
units were dried at 100-110 °C for 24 hours, as a result,
the sponge-like gel structure transformed into a globular one. The final treatment step was the high-temperature calcinations at 950 °C for 12 hours providing
alumosilicate (~2Al2O32MgO5SiO2) formation with the
structure similar to cordierite one.
A set of approaches was used to investigate the
material properties. Pore size analysis was carried out
using Nova 1200e (Quantachrome). The material porosity was calculated from the results of hydrostatic weighing. The details of X-ray tomography (Xradia MicroCT400 , Emax = 40 keV) were reported in [19]. Gel and
cordierite microstructures were characterized using optical microscopy (OM, METAM, LOMO) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Supra V-55). X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD, SHIMADZU XRD-6000, Cu-K
at  = 1.54 Å) were analyzed to clarify the structure of
alumosilicate grown in the ceramic units pores. Mechanical properties (ultimate bending stress) were measured
according the standard procedures via three-point
method.

2.2. Material Structure and Mechanical
Properties
Parts of ceramic microturbine manufactured by AT (laser prototyping) technique are shown in Fig. 1a, Fig 1b
demonstrates SEM data on ceramics microstructure.
More information on ceramics porosity can be seen in

Fig. 2 demonstrating data obtained by X-ray tomography. The upper line in Fig. 2 presents typical ceramics
structures taken during “side-to-side” scanning, while
the bottom line shows typical results of “top-to-bottom” scanning. Gray regions in these images are attributed to ceramics and black regions are pores. As seen
from Fig. 2, significant porosity is observed in the material; generally, a limited number of big-size pores (up to
microns) presents in the material bulk. The results of
pore size analysis both from X-ray tomography and nitrogen adsorption (Nova 1200e) provides the integral
porosity estimate as ~30%. As it was discussed in Introduction Section, this value is quite high for the ceramic
microturbine and there is a vital necessity to decrease it.
Hence, the approach providing cordierite structures
possessing Å-size pores seems to be quite reasonable.
Figs. 3a and 3b depict the sample surface before and
after the impregnation process, the structure of the
cordierite grown in the ceramic material pores is shown
in Fig 3c. The analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns prove
that the ceramics grown in the sample pores is quite
similar to cordierite. As can be seen from the figure, the
effect of the surface pores curing (surface smoothing)
is evident.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the decrease in the sample porosity and the increase in the ceramics density as a function of the impregnation cycles number. As seen from
the figure, first and second impregnation inputs prevail
in the material porosity decrease; the first impregnation
eliminates ~ 40% of the initial porosity, the second one
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Fig. 3. The photo of the ceramic unit wall surface (optical microscopy at x125): (a) before impregnation and (b) after
impregnation; (c) cordierite structure grown in the materials pores.

is twice less effective. These two impregnation cycles
provided the porosity decrease from 30% down to 12%.
The following impregnation cycles provided porosity
decrease down to 5-7%, this value seems to be the maximal one since additional impregnation shows negligible
results. This porosity decrease is accompanied by the
ceramics density increase from 2.1 to 2.7 g/cm3. Obviously, the direct computation of this effect is rather complicated, but the estimates performed according [24] give
an opportunity to assume that the cordierite structure
growth occurred uniformly in the pores in whole sample
bulk; the effect of cordierite growth in the surface layer
only could not affect material density in such a way.
The results of the ultimate bending tests (each measurement is averaged on the results of 10 samples test)
are presented in Fig. 5 – the positive impregnation effect is evident: indeed, the porosity decrease provides
the increase in the ceramics bending stress from 40 to 60
MPa, moreover, this increase is observed in the wide
temperature range up to 1100 °C.

Fig. 4. Impregnation results: the changes in materials
porosity and ceramics density (measurements accuracy
7%).

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analysis of current approaches used to fabricate
ceramic products by Additive Technologies, in particular, approaches based on the Selective Laser melting
method demonstrates that these technologies are at the
R@D step now. A number of scientific and technical
problems should be solved to provide their wide use in
industry; these problems are not caused by technology, but are due to the nature of the ceramic materials. A
number of these problems can be solved within the ap-

Fig. 5. Impregnation results: the comparison of ultimate
bending stress for the initial ceramics and the same materials after 4 impregnation cycles, the accuracy of
the measurements was ±10%.
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proaches discussed; however, the final product porosity decrease seems to be common task in all of them.
As an example of possible decision of this problem,
chemical impregnation was tested to decrease the porosity in the ceramic units produced by additive technology (laser prototyping). Cordierite-like structures
were grown in the micron-sized pores of the material;
these grown ceramics possessing Å-size pores uniformely filled the pores of the initial material. As a result,
the ceramics porosity was decreased from 30% to 5-7%
and the material density was increased from 2.1 to 2.7 g/
cm3. In turn, the porosity decrease and the increase in
material density resulted in significant improvement of
the material mechanical properties: the ultimate bending
stress was increased from 40 to 60 MPa, these values
were shown to be constant in a wide temperature range
from room temperature up to 1100 °C.
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